ODORS ELIMINATED BY PUREAYRE®:

- Cat urine and other pet odors
- Cigarette smoke
- Burnt food
- Cooking odors
- Musty mold and mildew
- Body odors
- Flatulence
- Synthetic fragrances
- Marine and bilge
- Engine exhaust
- Colostomy odors
- Paint and glue odors
- Campfire smoke
- New carpet VOC's
- Formaldehyde
- Garbage and compost
- Bathroom odors
- Fish and garlic
- Diesel and gasoline
- Holding tank

HOW PUREAYRE® WORKS:

PureAyre® is an odor eliminator made from naturally occurring plant enzymes that get rid of odors and clean the air. Because it is all natural and plant-based, PureAyre® is the only food-grade odor eliminator available, making it the safest and surest way to deal with disgusting smells.

Advanced biotechnology enables us to package just enzymes, without any bacteria. And PureAyre® is the only product with enzymes specifically targeted to break the bonds of all five groups of odor-causing compounds found in nature. PureAyre® is composed of just enzymes, water and essential oils. Unlike other products, PureAyre® doesn't add chemical hazards to your air.

Other products claim to help with odors, but none are as effective, as powerful or as natural as PureAyre®. PureAyre® works immediately to knock out odors by breaking apart the molecules causing the odors. It literally cleans the air and permanently gets rid of the source of odors so the smells don't return. And it is completely safe for homes, carpets, fabrics, furniture, pets and people.

*We put the odor fighting power of nature in a bottle for you!*

HOW TO USE PUREAYRE®:

PureAyre® works on contact with odor-causing compounds to permanently get rid of the odors. For general purpose odor elimination in the home, boat, and RV such as described here, we recommend the 14- and 22-ounce PureAyre® sizes. For convenience, carry the 4-ounce size with you in your car, sports bag, or baby bag.

In general, use the SPRAY setting for air, furniture, and fabrics. Use the STREAM setting to penetrate deep down into crevices, upholstery, carpets or pads. There is no need to pour PureAyre® onto a surface. For delicate fabrics, test an inconspicuous spot first.